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Chapter 4

The Amaros and Agudás

*The Afro-Brazilian Returnee Community in Nigeria in the Nineteenth Century*

Alcione M. Amos

The transatlantic slave trade and the slave system which was born from it produced, among its many lasting effects, the creation of cultural connections between Europe, Africa, the Americas, and the Caribbean, that still exist today. One chapter of this process of forced globalization and cultural exchange was written by the Afro-Brazilians who returned to West Africa in the nineteenth century.

During the nearly 400-year period of active importation of slaves, between 1500 and 1867 (slavery was abolished in Brazil in 1888), Brazil received an estimated 4.9 million Africans. When one considers the magnitude of this figure, it may seem insignificant that only between 3,000 and 8,000 Afro-Brazilians returned to Africa during the nineteenth century. However, despite their small numbers, these men, women, and children were able to develop a very successful informal settlement system that created Afro-Brazilian communities on the coast of West Africa, in the territories that today are the countries of Benin, Togo, Nigeria, and Ghana. This paper will examine the history of the Afro-Brazilian returnee community in Nigeria, in particular in Lagos.

The returnee Afro-Brazilians preferred to settle in coastal towns, such as Lagos and Badagry, for fear of being re-enslaved and because of the economic opportunities that the coastal towns provided. The danger that the returnees could be re-enslaved, killed, or deprived of their belongings was real. The port of Whydah (today in Benin), which later became one of the centers of concentration of Afro-Brazilians on the West Coast of Africa, for some time was avoided because it was dangerous. In 1856, for example, a group of returnees who had bought passage in a boat from Bahia to Lagos was taken instead to Whydah. There, their luggage was ransacked, the adults were killed, and the children enslaved. The King of Dahomey, who had ordered the barbarism, explained that the returnees were originally from Abeokuta (today in Nigeria), an enemy city.

Even in Lagos, where the Afro-Brazilians were well-received by the British who had established a consulate there in 1851 and had come to dominate the political scene, a
group trying to disembark in 1854 encountered problems. In May of that year, the British Consul Benjamin Campbell requested and received authorization from the Foreign Office (the British diplomatic service) to help 230 returnees from Rio de Janeiro and Bahia. They were at the Lagos port, aboard the Portuguese ship Linda Flor, and the captain refused to let them land because they owed him 1,000 pounds sterling. According to the Consul, the returnees had brought with them cargo that was worth 3,000 pounds sterling and the commandant wanted to confiscate it. The British Consul also requested that the Foreign Office direct the British consuls assigned to the main Brazilian ports to expedite the passage of other freedmen to Lagos. He believed that the Afro-Brazilians were hard workers, behaved well, and were worthy of being protected.5

Campbell again strongly intervened in favor of Afro-Brazilian returnees in 1857. This time a group of 125 persons coming from Bahia had arrived at the port in early July on board a French ship. The local ruler, King Dosunmu, tried to impose a heavy entry tax on the travelers because according to him they had a lot of money with them. This action, taken despite the fact that Dosunmu had previously promised the Consul that he would not levy taxes on arriving immigrants, caused Campbell to lodge a strong protest and the king backed out.6

After such auspicious reception Afro-Brazilians (and also Afro-Cubans) began arriving in Lagos in a steady stream. Twenty-nine had already arrived in June 1852, and another 100 arrived in June 1856. In 1871 it was estimated that 1,237 Brazilians lived in Lagos. By 1881, the number had reached 2,732. Between 1882 and 1886, 412 returnees arrived and among them were 50 women and 17 children. Finally in 1899 so many had arrived that it was said that one of every seven residents of Lagos had come from Cuba or Brazil.6

In Lagos, the Afro-Brazilian returnees found a heterogeneous community. There were the whites, mostly European, but also some Brazilians, who until 1850, when the British effectively ended the slave trade in the city, were active participants in that infamous trade. There was also an indigenous community under the leadership of the local king, The Saros. Sierra Leoneans, were also part of the community. They had immigrated to Lagos beginning in 1839, as merchants or to work for the cause of the Protestant Church Missionary Society.7

Despite the British opposition to slavery, the returnee Afro-Brazilians owned slaves even after the proclamation of 1862 which determined that slaves should be turned into apprentices and should receive their freedom within two to seven years. In 1867 a group of Afro-Brazilians complained to a British official about the proclamation. They explained that without the use of slave labor they could not compete on equal footing with the local farmers. Even as late as 1874 slaves were being held by the Afro-Brazilians; in that year three of them brought their freedom from their masters.6

In Lagos, the Afro-Brazilian returnees were concentrated in the center of the island in the area known as the Brazilian Quarter (or Agudâ Popo). In present-day Lagos, the neighborhood stretches to the northeast from Toushi Square to the Fuji Market, extending southwesterly towards Bangbose Street through Cow Lane. The neighborhood streets, established around 1869, received the names of important members of the community such as Shetelou, Pedro, Martins, and Bangbose. The name of Tokun-

boh (Tókùnbó) Street, one of the main ones in the neighborhood, very appropriately means the street of "the new member of our family who has come from (over) the ocean." Documentation found in the Land Registry of Lagos indicates that just between 1858 and 1880 King Dosunmu transferred the title of 38 lots to Afro-Brazilian returnees.7

We have news of a few returnees who moved to the interior of the country, but in general, as we mentioned before, the Afro-Brazilians stayed on the coast. However Vicente, a returnee from Brazil, went to Mukoro 10 km north of Lagos, a town that today is called Shamolu. There he became one of the town's leaders, George (Jorge), another Afro-Brazilian returnee, went to the same area and founded there a village to which he gave his name, George.10

Some Muslim returnees, most likely from the Hausa and Nupe ethnic groups, received extra help from Consul Campbell to move inland while trying to reach their birthplaces. In 1859, Campbell began to issue a special passport in Arabic in the name of Queen Victoria and the Caliph Abdul Majid from Istanbul. The passport requested that the Muslim leaders who controlled the areas through which the returnees had to travel give them all the protection they needed.11

Badagry, another port in southwestern Nigeria famous for its role in the slave trade, had an Afro-Brazilian colony of some size around 1860. One of its members was a returnee named Felipe (the English wrote his name as Philip) José Meffre. He was a
native of Ijesha, in Southwest Nigeria. Captured as a slave and sent to Brazil, Felipe eventually gained his freedom. Son of a babalowo, Felipe had been baptized into the Catholic Church in Brazil; however, he had adopted his father's religious beliefs and brought with him his objects of worship, including his Eshu, when he returned to Africa.12 Felipe was an excellent practitioner of the art of divination and was respected both in Badagry and in Lagos. He also was attracted by the opportunity to learn English, the language of the Protestant missionaries of the Church Missionary Society that he encountered in Badagry. He even began to pay a teacher to give him private lessons, but finding that he was not learning much, he sought help from the Anglican pastor Samuel Pearson, the representative of the Society in town.

After this initial contact, Felipe began to give aid to the Protestant mission including donating money for the purchase of a bell for the church. He also put his son Lino to study at the mission's school. All along he continued his activities as babalowo. Lino's sudden death after a fever in December 1861, led Felipe to consider conversion. He finally converted over two years later in February of 1863.13

Felipe, apart from his success as a babalowo, was also a successful merchant. After his conversion, he moved to Lagos to continue his business. There he helped to form the Ijesha Association, which congregated the Afro-Brazilian returnees from that ethnic group who had converted to Christianity. He also became an active member of a Protestant congregation and eventually became a pastor. As a pastor, Felipe used his experience as a babalowo to include examples and explanations in his sermons that could help convert those who still believed in the traditional deities.14

The religious syncretism used by Felipe to help in his conversion work was a common occurrence among Afro-Brazilian returnees. In fact, although exposed to Catholicism in Brazil, the returnees had not left aside their traditional beliefs. In 1869 a Protestant pastor while visiting the home of a returnee, found several images of African gods in the same room where two religious prints were hanging on the wall. One was of Christ on the cross and the other of St. John and St. James. Questioned by the missionary on the incongruity of honoring African pagan gods and Catholic saints in the same location, the individual informed the surprised pastor that he considered Christ and the Saints as also being his orishas.15

It is possible that many Brazilian returnees believed that their good luck was due to the orishas. In Lagos, in 1872 a babalowo stated emphatically that his Ila had given him protection when he had been captured and sold as a slave in Brazil, had continued to protect him throughout his time as a slave, and finally had helped him to obtain freedom and to accomplish the return to Africa. In Badagry another Protestant pastor encountered a group of new returnees from Recife made up of seven women and two men. One of the men declared that their return to the motherland had been possible because of his orishas.16

Catholic priests also observed the same phenomenon. Father Francesco Borghero, who would go on to help establish a Catholic mission in Lagos, noted that a great number of returnees mixed the Catholic faith, to which they had been exposed in Brazil, with the Muslim tradition, and at the same time did not neglect the Yoruba gods.17 In fact, although some returnees continued the devotion to their orishas and

Figure 4.2 Passport in Arabic issued by British Consul Campbell; to facilitate travel inland for Muslim Afro-Brazilian returnees. Source: The National Archives, London.
some remained loyal to the Muslim religion, it was the Catholic religion, which they had acquired during slavery, which would be the most important for the Brazilian community in Lagos, probably because it provided them with a distinctive status.

In 1862, Father Borghero, the first superior of the French Catholic mission of the Société de Missions Africaines à Lyon in Dahomey, had passed by Lagos during a journey through the West Coast of Africa and had discovered the existence of the Brazilian community. But only during his return trip in September of 1863 had he recognized the eagerness of the returnee Catholic Afro-Brazilians, whom he called "nago," for access to the Catholic Church.13

During his second stay in Lagos, Father Borghero received a visit from the prominent local merchants. After the encounter, these Catholic leaders of the community went to the British Consul H. S. Freeman to request the donation of a plot of land to build the mission. The next year the land was donated, but the mission was not completed until October 1868. Plans were also made for the establishment of a school.14

It is necessary to note though that Lagos Catholics were not completely without the benefit of religion. One of the returnees was called Father (or Pa) Antonio, despite the fact that he had not received priestly orders. He was born in São Tomé, a Portuguese colony in Africa, and had been taken to Brazil as a slave. There he had been sold to Dom Romualdo, the prior of the Carmelite convent in Bahia, and had converted to the Catholic religion to which he had become very devoted.

Apparently while still in Brazil, Antonio received information that the Afro-Brazilians who had returned to Africa were moving away from the Catholic Church. Imbued with missionary fervor, Antonio felt attracted by the opportunity to return to his homeland. He asked for advice on the matter of the new prior of the Carmelite convent who liked the idea. Antonio, who had already obtained his freedom, returned to Africa looking for an opportunity to serve his faith.

During his trip Antonio stopped in Whydah, São Tomé, Fernando Pô, and Porto Novo before reaching Lagos. It is said that when the ship arrived in Lagos in the midst of a tremendous storm, Antonio took the event as a sign that he should stay there. He received shelter at the house of a prominent member of the Afro-Brazilian returnee community, Izidro Zezéful de Souza. Although there is no concrete information about the date when Pa Antonio arrived in Lagos, it may have been around 1853. It was in that year that one of the missionaries of the Church Missionary Society recorded that the Brazilian community, both white and black, had erected a great cross on a plot of land where they wanted to build a church.

Antonio, years later, told the story of how he constructed a bamboo church where the faithful came looking for him to perform baptisms, marriage blessings, and prayers for those who were sick, and to officiate funerals. He soon came to be called Padre (Priest) and when the Afro-Brazilians asked for his blessing they would kiss his hand.

When Abbot Pierre Bouche, of the Société de Missions Africaines, finally arrived in Lagos in 1869 to establish the official Catholic mission, Padre Antonio received him cordially but did test him to make sure that he was a Catholic priest and not another Protestant missionary. Did Father Bouche accept the supremacy of the Pope? Did he know how to say the Mass? Was he single? When Father Bouche responded appropriately to all the questions and even showed him a rosary, Antonio was delighted.

Antonio continued to serve the Church as an altar boy, ringing the bell at the Angelus hour, and serving as a mediator for disputes among the members of the Brazilian community.

Antonio's health already at this time was not well. He suffered from dropsy, and his legs were swollen. The mission priests, who at first had viewed him with suspicion, now considered him a saint. When Antonio died around 1880, supposedly at 80 years of age, he was paralysed, but still lucid and in possession of a live intelligence. The story of Antonio is certainly steeped in humility, self-denial, and renunciation because he had not hesitated to hand over to the Church the congregation for which he had worked so much, when the Catholic missionaries arrived.20

Once the official Catholic presence was in Lagos the Afro-Brazilian community proved faithful. The temporary bamboo church, built on Broad Street, was always full. Another church built in 1870 also was crowded. In 1874, it was decided to build a permanent church building, and Brazilian returnees made an effort to raise funds for its construction. The new church, called Holy Cross, eventually was elevated to a cathedral. Although the new church was planned by Catholic priests, it was built by Brazilian craftsmen. The master builder was Lázaro Borges da Silva, a returnee born in Brazil in 1850. After Lázaro clashed with the French priests in charge of overseeing the construction, the second tower of the church was built completely under the planning and execution of Francisco Nobre. He was another famous Afro-Brazilian master builder and considered the most gifted in Lagos. Francisco Nobre was responsible for the construction of at least two churches on the West Coast of Africa: the Catholic

Figure 4.3 Holy Cross Cathedral, Lagos. Source: Lorenzo Dow Turner Collection, Anacostia Community Museum, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC.
church of Elmina in the Gold Coast (now Ghana), and the Cathedral of Whydah, in Dahomey (now in Benin).  

Baltazar dos Reis, a famous Afro-Brazilian cabinet-maker and woodcarver, created the high altar of the church, the pulpit, and the throne where the Bishop sat. In 1886, he received a medal at the Colonial and Indian Exhibition in the suburb of Kensington in London. Dos Reis exhibited an exquisite marquetry round table made of various species of wood. Jorge Quirino Roberto, considered a “master painter,” was in charge of the new church’s painting. Holy Cross was finally opened in 1881 with a magnificent celebration and was considered a veritable monument on the coast of Africa.  

Many years later, the presence of the skilled Brazilians who had built the Holy Cross Cathedral gave the impetus to start special training courses for young African artisans in Lagos. Reportedly, Sir Henry McAllum, Governor of Lagos colony, was touring the city soon after his arrival in 1897, when he spotted the cathedral. He was surprised by the structure and particularly the two towers. When McAllum was told that the second tower, which aligned perfectly with the first, had been planned and built entirely by an Afro-Brazilian artisan, he commented that if local artisans could make such a magnificent piece of work, why not select some of the ablest young Africans to be trained in England? This event led the implementation of a training program for young Lagos craftsmen.

In the context of religious architecture, Afro-Brazilians did not dedicate themselves only to the construction of Catholic churches. João Batista da Costa, an Afro-Brazilian who probably was Catholic, built the Shitta Bey Mosque in 1882 on Martins Street in the Brazilian Quarter. He was also responsible for the foundation of the Lagos Central Mosque which was completed by his disciple, Sanusi Aka. Shitta Bey Mosque was commissioned by Mohamed Shitta Bey, a wealthy Sierra Leonean who had led a group of Muslims from Sierra Leone to Lagos in 1844. According to one report, he provided the money to build the mosque, but there are other reports that the Muslim Afro-Brazilian community also provided resources and labor for the mosque’s construction. The oral tradition of the Cardoso family of Lagos states that João António Cardoso donated resources and that his son, Braimah Cardoso, helped build Shitta Bey Mosque.

The facade of the mosque attempted to reproduce that of a Bahian church of the Baroque period. It included classical pilasters, broken pediments, colorful mosaic tile, and an abundance of plaster and stucco. The building is today considered one of the best examples of the Afro-Brazilian religious building style in the West Coast of Africa and is in fact the most elaborate of the surviving mosques built in that tradition.

In speaking of the mosques built by Afro-Brazilians, one must address the history of the Afro-Brazilian Muslim community in Lagos. There is little information about it. The community’s historian, Anthony B. Laotan, was Catholic and editor of the newspaper Nigerian Catholic Herald. He devoted only a little more than a paragraph in his work about the Afro-Brazilian community of Lagos to the Muslims. We find, however, that Alfa Tairu Eko Ribeiro (his Brazilian name was Cypriano Ribeiro) father of Maximiliana, the wife of Marcolino Assumpção, whose sons later would change their surname to Alakija, was Muslim. Other Afro-Brazilian Muslims were
lawyer. F. Jibril became the second Nigerian Muslim lawyer and founder of the first Muslim secondary school in Lagos. Jibril was respectfully styled Alhajji, which meant that he had made the pilgrimage to Mecca that is prescribed to all faithful Muslims.38

As happened everywhere along the coast of West Africa where the Afro-Brazilians settled, returnees in Lagos were highly interested in their children's education. So it was that in 1856 at a school that the Anglican missionaries had opened in Lagos shortly after the British established the consulate, there were 8 Brazilian and 11 Cuban students enrolled.39

It might be appropriate to open a parenthesis in this narrative to talk about the Afro-Cubans who returned to Lagos in the nineteenth century. The Afro-Cubans began arriving in Lagos around 1830. They apparently came in much smaller numbers than the Brazilians. We have definitive news of a group of 70 or 80 returnees who obtained a royal authorization in November of 1844 to embark on the ship San Antonio going to Lagos. Another group of 23 freedmen including 11 men, 8 women, and 4 children were transported to Lagos via South Hampton in England in 1854. They had worked as bakers, tobacconists, vendors, and seamstresses to save money for the trip. This group was received in England by representatives of the Anti-Slavery Society. They gave in-depth interviews to the Society, taking the opportunity to tell the story of their lives and how had been able to buy their freedom and the passage to Lagos. Finally, in 1897 there was much celebration in Havana to mark the departure of another group towards Lagos.40

In 1981 a Cuban historian was able to find, in Lagos, descendants of returnees José de la Caridad Brunet, Juana Veliz and her husband Cecilio Muniz, Napoleon Ray Couto, and Hilário Campos. Campos may have been the most affluent of the Afro-Cubans who arrived in Lagos in the nineteenth century. He was born in Cuba in 1878 and died in Lagos on December 14, 1914. Campos built the Cuban Lodge as a residence for his family and also as a site to receive the Cubans who had recently arrived. Campos spoke Spanish at home, and his descendants could still speak Spanish phrases in 1981. He was dedicated to his i6a. He was also very rich and founded several civic associations. In Lagos, Campos Square and Campos Street located in the Brazilian neighborhood were named in his honor.41

Other Afro-Cubans in Lagos were the Abul, Amaral, Cardoso, Carreira, Salustiano, and Tobias Family. It is important to note that Giuseppe Carrera was an Italian trader who operated in Lagos in the 1860s. It is possible that those Afro-Brazilians and Afro-Cubans who had this surname descended from him.42

Afro-Cubans in Lagos had several occupations that were complementary to those of Afro-Brazilians. Many of them were bakers and butchers while we find no mention of these occupations among the Afro-Brazilian returnees. They apparently had no problem in joining the Afro-Brazilian community. Everyone attended Mass at the Holy Cross Cathedral. Cubans learned to cook Brazilian dishes and some of them married Afro-Brazilians. Both Cubans and Brazilians were considered very thrifty and hardworking. The integration between the two communities was such that Brazilian Ambassador Alberto da Costa et Silva met two gentlemen members of the Brazilian Descendants Association of Lagos who identified themselves as "Brazilians from

Cuba." The biggest difference between the two communities seems to have been that the Afro-Brazilians were somewhat more affluent than the Afro-Cubans.43

Returning to the subject of education in Lagos, the Catholic missionaries opened their first school on February 15, 1869 with an enrollment of 30 pupils: 16 boys and 14 girls. The first teacher was Lourenço Rufino, who, one surmises, had been able to acquire some formal education which qualified him to be a teacher. The priests rejoiced in the fact that the children were finally being saved from the heretical lessons of the Protestant school. Portuguese was adopted as the language of instruction not only because the returnees wanted to keep their distinct Afro-Brazilian identity, but also because Portuguese at that time was still the lingua franca of the area and was spoken by members of different ethnic groups.44

The Catholic school, in that first moment, was considered inferior to Protestant schools, staffed with a black faculty coming from the Soro community. English was the language of instruction in the Protestant schools. It was the language of the European group which was now beginning to predominate in Lagos. Only in 1882 when the British decreed that English would be the official language of education, did the teaching in Portuguese disappear from the Catholic schools. At that point, a particular effort was made to teach English to the most promising male students. Of the nine students selected, seven were Afro-Brazilians: Romão Silva, Amancio Santos, Simão de Souza, Alexandre Francisco da Silva, José Miranda, and Domingo Lopez. In 1883, when students of the Catholic high school, presumably many of them descendants of Afro-Brazilian returnees, enacted a play, their English was considered very bad.45
A Catholic school using English as the medium of instruction had been established by the priests but closed in 1873 when the teacher, a Protestant Saro, left his job. The school reopened in 1875. Finally, in 1878, an Irish priest, Brother Timothy Doyle, arrived to act as principal of the school. By 1882, the first Catholic secondary school was in operation. In 1886, after a concerted effort to improve the secondary school's teaching methods, its pupils started to be successful in the public tests given to students in Lagos.37

On the other hand, the female Catholic schools in Lagos were an instant success. They were the only ones available for girls, in which the students were taught practical subjects such as home economics, embroidery, sewing, washing, and ironing. In addition, the curriculum included lessons in reading, writing, grammar, geography, arithmetic, dictation, and reciting poetry.38

The first Catholic school for girls opened in 1873 and the two teachers, Sister Collette and Sister St. Joseph, were very knowledgeable of Portuguese but did not know English well. Two of their best students, the Afro-Brazilians Manuela and Canuta Campos, helped them get through class when their English faltered.39

When the Catholic missionaries began opening schools in other locations beyond Lagos, Afro-Brazilians were immediately engaged in the effort. In 1876 farmland was acquired at Topo and an agricultural school was opened at that location. Antonio Joaquim Martins came from Porto Novo in Dahomey to head the school. In 1880 a school that had been opened in Abeokuta was under the leadership of Alexandre Francisco da Silva, who, as we have seen, was one of the promising students in Lagos who had been singled out for special training. He also had been sent to Sierra Leone for a short educational visit.40

Abeokuta boasted a thriving Afro-Brazilian returnee community. Two of its leaders were Marcolino Assumpção, whom we mention later in detail, and Pedro P. Martins, who became secretary of the Alaké (king) of Abeokuta in 1898.41

At the same time, in Lagos the Afro-Brazilians were viewed with suspicion and even jealousy by the locals. One of the names by which they were called, Amaro, meant "those who stayed outside" giving emphasis to the fact that the returnees had been out of their communities and had been exposed to external influences and therefore were subject to rejection. Another term by which they were known throughout the West Coast of Africa, Aguda, was possibly derived from Wdyala. In Lagos, the term has come to mean Catholic and with this meaning it entered the Yoruba vocabulary.42

One of the toughest enemies of the Afro-Brazilians in Lagos was Madame (sometimes spelled Madam) Tinubu. She was a successful Egba trader, who resented the immigrants from Sierra Leone and Brazil because many of them had brought new knowledge, were literate, and had become successful traders. They were therefore potential rivals in business.

Benjamin Campbell, the British Consul who had protected the Afro-Brazilians all along, positioned himself again on the side of Afro-Brazilians in a dispute with Tinubu. During the visit of the Consul in England in 1835, Tinubu's opposition to the Brazilians increased. Madame Tinubu accused the Afro-Brazilians of using their growing economic influence and influence in Lagos against King Akinroye. When the British Consul returned from his holiday, he decided to deal with the situation once and for all. In May 1856, Madame Tinubu was expelled from Lagos and taken to Abeokuta. Today Tinubu Square is located in the center of Lagos, next to the Brazilian Quarter. Madame Tinubu entered Nigerian history as a heroine who had the courage to go against the wishes of the European colonial power.43

The returnees had brought with them valuable knowledge for a society that was quickly westernizing with the arrival of the British. The Afro-Brazilians were masons, carpenters, painters, and locksmiths. They would have great influence on Nigerian architecture. Other returnees were tailors and shoemakers who brought new modes of dress and footwear. The women were seamstresses, cooks, and bakers who could enhance local cuisine. Consequently the locals and even the Saros, whom the
Afro-Brazilians dismissively called oyinbo dudu (black whites), became their apprentices.

It was undoubtedly in the fields of building construction and architecture that Afro-Brazilians made their biggest and best contribution to Lagos. In 1859, the first Lagos brick kiln (oko tijolo in Yoruba, which translates loosely as brick farm) was established by Mateus da Cruz, a Brazilian returnee. It is interesting to note that a word sometimes used in the Yoruba language for brick, tijolo, is obviously derived from the word tijolo for brick in Portuguese.

In addition to the Afro-Brazilians mentioned with respect to the construction of mosques and the Catholic church, we find information on other Afro-Brazilians dedicated to the building trade. Prisco Francisco da Costa, a returnee who arrived in Lagos in 1867 and who worked as a bricklayer in the construction of Holy Cross Church, became later a “master builder,” the only one mentioned in a 1905 jury list compiled by the British. André Quirino Pereira was for many years a carpenter for the Catholic mission, while Walter Paul Siffre, who lived on Bamgbose Street and started his life in Lagos as a house painter, became later a successful businessman who owned two farms on the outskirts of Lagos. The 1905 list made clear that the Afro-Brazilians were still the main presence in the Lagos building industry in the early twentieth century, with most of them working as bricklayers and carpenters.

These Afro-Brazilian builders had brought to Lagos the sobrado, a type of Brazilian townhouse of two or three levels that sometimes had the first floor dedicated to commerce. All of these houses included large windows and balconies decorated with iron rails and broad staircases connecting the floors. Their fronts displayed the elaborate decorations of the Baroque style found in Brazilian colonial towns. This new construction style stood in sharp contrast with the pattern of uniform mud walls and thatched roofs characteristic of indigenous constructions. In the twentieth century, this building style became known as “Brazilian House” and was thoroughly adopted by the new Nigerian middle class. A scholar of the subject believes that the “Brazilian house” gained such high level of acceptance in Nigeria because it was originally built by the “obin” returned from the exile of slavery, and had some of the traditional exuberance of Yoruba art. The “Brazilian House” also allowed the Nigerians to display a certain level of ostentation that had nothing to do with the architecture of the British colonial power. Some of the original houses are still to be found in Lagos, and about 90% of the domestic architecture in the Yoruba areas of Nigeria are influenced by the “Brazilian house” style.

In the 1980s a researcher identified ninety houses located in Badagry and Lagos built in the Brazilian style. The earliest one was the Okuji House built in Badagry in 1784, at the very beginning of the arrival of Afro-Brazilians in the area. This same survey demonstrates that the building boom of “Brazilian houses” in Lagos was between 1880 and 1900 when at least 36 of them were erected, as well as the Holy Cross Church and Shitta Bey Mosque.

Unfortunately, many of the houses built by the Afro-Brazilians in Lagos succumbed to urban development schemes or disappeared because of lack of maintenance or due to fires. The house built by Antonio Joaquim Deodó Branco on Kakawa Street was demolished in 1955 to make way for a building used by the Public Works Department of Nigeria. The house built around 1890 by Lázaro Borges da Silva, the master builder of the first Catholic church in Lagos, located on the corner of Oshodi and Tokunboh streets, caught fire in 1979 and was destroyed. The Ebun House, built on Odunfa Street in 1913, and reportedly the first house in Nigeria to have three floors, was also demolished. The Water House, to which we refer in detail later, received an addition in 1967 that unfortunately changed the scale and proportions of the original construction.

The “Brazilian house” (known in Yoruba as ile pẹlẹ, meaning home with an upstairs) is a concrete example of the cultural exchanges that have made the trip between Europe (Portugal), the Americas (Brazil), and Africa because of the slave trade and slave system that was the result of it. It was a very heavy price to pay for such an interesting cultural exchange.

While many returnees devoted themselves to working in crafts in which they had been trained in Brazil, others became import and export merchants. The first commercial association of Lagos, the African Commercial Association was founded on October 7, 1863. It was unique for the time because it had members from various ethnic groups. Its Vice-President was the Afro-Brazilian Pedro Pacheco.

Once the slave trade effectively ended in Lagos in 1852, the era of so-called “innocent trade began. The Afro-Brazilian returnees would participate actively in it. Lagos had always imported from Brazil such items as tobacco in rolls (fumo de rolo, the type
preferred in West Africa), and Brazilian rum (cachaca) but with the development of
the Afro-Brazilian returnee community the list of imported articles increased consid-
erably. It included carne de sol (beef jerky) and a particular type of sandals only man-
ufactured in Brazil. These were, apparently, essential items for the gastronomic and
physical comfort of the returnees. The list also included iron rails for the balconies of
the distinctive "Brazilian houses," cigars, and musical instruments, presumably items
not for sale in Lagos at the time. Other products were even more interesting. In 1888
two coaches were imported from Brazil. It is possible that the rich Afro-Brazilian
returnees wanted to use the same kind of coach that their former owners might be
using in Brazil. A British coach would not give the same pleasure.22

On the other side of the Atlantic in Brazil there was a constant demand for items
for use in Afro-Brazilian religious ceremonies or to deal with the homesickness of
Afro-Brazilians who had not been able to return to Africa. These exports, mainly to
Bahia, included the pano-da-costa (loosely translated as coast cloth). This was a hand-
loomed, strip-woven cotton fabric which was much appreciated by Afro-Brazilians in
Bahia for the making of traditional outfits.

Figure 4.8 A Bahian elderly lady wearing a pano-da-costa shawl and holding the hand
of a child, ca. 1940–41. Source: Lorenzo Dow Turner papers, Anacostia Community
Museum, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC

The ataré (ataare in Yoruba) also known as pimenta da costa (pepper from the
cost, was an essential spice not only for everyday food, but for the ritual food cooked
for the Candomblé ceremonies. The kola nut or orishá was used in the rites of ìfá di-
vination and also as a symbol of welcome. African raffia was imported to make the
garments for Orula, the orishá god of diseases and smallpox in the Candomblé faith.
The cowries, white and transparent shells that had been used in Africa as currency,
were essential in Brazil to be used in African religious ceremonies because some deit-
ties did not accept the use of local cowries for their rituals. Palm oil (the óleo de
dendê essential for Bahian cuisine) gourds, and shea butter were also items that were
in great demand in Brazil.23

On the Bahian side of the Atlantic, two prominent examples of this exchange were
Eugênia Anna dos Santos (Mãe Aninha), the talori (female leader of a Candomblé
temple) and founder in 1910 of the famous Salvador Candomblé temple Iê Axé Òpó

Figure 4.9 Omolu costume acquired in Bahia in 1940–41. Raffia imported from
Africa until the Second World War to produce these outfits. Source: Lorenzo Dow
Turner Collections, Anacostia Community Museum, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC
Afonjá, and Martiniano Eliseu do Bomfim. Aninha only prepared her offers to the gods with authentic African products. She was also in the business of importing these products and selling them at the Mercado Modelo (the Central Market of Salvador) and also at a small store she owned at 77 Ladeira do Pelourinho, at the historical center of Salvador. This store was next to the Afro-Brazilian Catholic church of Nossa Senhora do Rosário dos Homens Pretos (Our Lady of the Rosary of Black Men). Despite her activities as a Candomblé leader, Mãe Aninha also belonged to the Catholic Church in the well-known Afro-Brazilian tradition of syncretism. Her wake was held at the church after she passed away on January 3, 1938.

Martiniano Eliseu do Bomfim was the son of African parents who were able to buy their freedom before the birth of their son on October 16, 1859. Martiniano’s Yoruba name was Ojelade (the name given to a child born in a family belonging to the Yoruba Egun tradition of ancestor worship). In 1875 Martiniano went to Lagos to study. There he learned English, Yoruba, painting, and bricklayer trades from the famous Afro-Brazilian craftsmen.

In Lagos, Martiniano was also trained as a babalawo and remained connected with the Egun tradition to which his family was dedicated. After he returned to Bahia he earned a living not only working in his trades but also teaching English to the Afro-Brazilian elite in the city. In his activities as a babalawo he was also much respected. He also travelled between Salvador and Lagos to participate in the import and export trade.

Figure 4.10 Mãe Aninha as a young woman, date unknown. Source: Ruth Landes Collection, Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC

Figure 4.11 Martiniano Eliseu do Bomfim, babalawo and voyager between Bahia and Lagos, 1940–41. Source: Lorenzo Dow Turner Collections, Anacostia Community Museum, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC
Martiniano collaborated with Nina Rodrigues, the famous Brazilian ethnologist, translating texts from Yoruba into Portuguese. Later he was a collaborator of Jorge Amado, one of the most important Brazilian fiction writers, when he wrote his romance *Jubiabá*. In addition he was interviewed by American scholars who went to Bahia in the 1930s and 1940s to study Afro-Brazilian culture. He passed away in 1943.

Organized import commerce from West Africa to Brazil lasted until the Second World War. Nevertheless, we found documentation indicating that even in the 1950s Candomble practitioners in Bahia were still trying to obtain from Nigeria the necessary items for the offerings. This time the intermediary was the ethnologist and photographer Pierre Verger.56

The import and export trade was so lucrative that even the craftsmen tried to make money dealing with it on a small scale. Thus, João de Deus Castro, who was a tailor by profession, made money selling tobacco rolls and beef jerky that he brought from Brazil to Lagos when he returned from a trip in 1881.57

Other returnees became real millionaires with the trade between Brazil and Africa. Such was the case with João Esan da Rocha. He was born in Africa between 1835 and 1844 and was captured and sold as a slave and sent the state of Bahia when he was ten years old. During slavery, he met and fell in love with a slave named Luiza Angélica Nogueira. He married her and eventually was able to buy her freedom and that of his wife.

Their first son, Candido João, was born in Brazil on October 3, 1867. He and his mother remained in Brazil when João Esan decided to go to Lagos to try a new life. Being successful, he sent for Luiza Angélica and Candido in the early years of the 1870s. In Lagos, João Esan and his wife had three more children: Moisés João, Joana, and Josefa. Luiza Angélica died shortly after the birth of Josefa when she was 44 years of age. Although the family was Catholic (Josefa, for example, was a member of the Legion of Mary), João Esan had in his house an altar dedicated to Ogun, the Yoruba god of iron and war.58

The da Rocha family became prosperous quickly thanks to the entrepreneurial savvy of the patriarch. With money earned in trade, João Esan built a large house on Kakawa Street in the Brazilian baroque style. It became known as the Water House because João Esan had a water well dug in the backyard. The well was fitted with an imported pumping mechanism, and part of the da Rocha fortune was made by selling its water, although it is said that when somebody was too poor to pay the water was given for free. The Water House originally had only one floor. Around 1895 Candido João expanded it into a *sobrado*. In the 1950s the Water House still had a store called "Bahia Stores" installed in its first floor. In 1967, an extension was built to the house to provide additional living space for two of Candido's daughters. Nevertheless the structure is still considered an excellent example of the "Brazilian house" architectural style and listed by the Nigerian government as a national monument.59

In the 1880s and 1890s, João Esan and later Candido João had various commercial enterprises in Lagos. One was located on Kakawa Street. Two more were on Tinubu Square. The Da Rocha restaurant and inn established on Tinubu Square was known for its excellent meals and for offering a good room for the weary traveler to spend the night. Father and son participated in the export and import trade with Brazil. They exported items such as *papo daosta*, cowries, *kola* nuts, alligator skin, and pepper to Brazil and imported shoes, *gold dust*, *gold bars*, and salted fish into Lagos. João Esan died circa 1891 and left a legacy of £1,500.60

Candido João da Rocha was a financier, hotelier, gold trader, and the owner of several houses and land parcels in Lagos. He received his education at the Church Missionary Society School. He then went into business and became wealthy very fast. In 1901, he bought the building located at 37 Marina Street, the most elegant area in town, for £3,300, while his father had left a legacy of only £1,500 a little bit more than ten years earlier. Candido named his building "Perseverance" and in 1949 rented it to the National Bank of Nigeria. Also in the 1940s he owned the Bonanza Hotel on Customs Street. His land holdings in Agege, a suburb of Lagos where he also built a retreat, were estimated at 55 acres. He apparently was also a pioneer in transportation in Lagos. In 1898, the "da Rocha Rickshaw" was introduced as the first individual wheeled public transport in Lagos.

Candido's favorite sport was horse racing. He founded the Lagos Racing Club in 1891, owned many thoroughbreds, including a great winner named *Vampa*, which he raced at the Lagos racetrack against the horses of other rich local personalities. He became so wealthy that the Yoruba expression "*Iowo bi da Rocha*" (he is as rich as da Rocha) ended up being used commonly in Lagos. Candido da Rocha died in 1959. For his overnight wake, the streets around Water House were closed to traffic because of the crowds that came to pay their respects. In the morning his body was taken to the Catholic cathedral in a golden casket and all of the members of the family were dressed in purple. An observer called the event "the peak of the social season."61

A measure of the extent of the wealth and professional success of the Afro-Brazilian elite in Lagos in the nineteenth century was encapsulated in a Yoruba popular saying, "*Agudà ò je ìdà ìgbé iṣẹ, iṣe òwọ wà láwà n je,*" which roughly translates as, "We the

Figure 4.12 Water House built by João Esan da Rocha. It was changed by an addition to its left in 1967 and dwarfed by a skyscraper built next to it. Courtesy Bruna Rocha
Agudas do not depend on the British for our sustenance, for our professional aptitudes are enough to take care of our needs. The following story, told with relish to this day, completes the picture: when paper money was introduced in Lagos for the first time, Afro-Brazilians, who until then had used cowries as currency in their financial transactions, showed their contempt for the new notes by lighting their cigars with them. Let’s not ignore that the likeness of Queen Victoria was on each one of them!  

The other son of João Esan, Moisés João, was born in Lagos on January 1, 1875. He was educated first at the Wesleyan Methodists' Timbu School where he studied from 1883 to 1888. From there he went to the Pari School of the Church Missionary Society where he stayed until 1886. Later, he studied at St. Francis Xavier Catholic School, the Catholic school that was under the direction of Afro-Brazilian Lorenco Cardoso. In December 1888, when Moisés had hoped to enter the Catholic St. Gregory's Grammar School he was surprised by the decision of his father to transfer him to the Protestant Church Missionary Society Grammar School where he was admitted on January 2, 1888 at 13 years of age.

At first Moisés found himself at some disadvantage in his new school since he was not used to what he called the "Protestant atmosphere" so different from the Catholic environment to which he was accustomed. He was also at a scholastic disadvantage since he did not know Latin or Greek. But over the next five years Moisés overcame all of the adjustment problems, and was surprised to see that the Protestants did not attempt to convert him.

Moisés became an excellent student and went on to edit the school newspaper. The Grammarian. His efforts were successful and in December 1893 Moisés graduated in the first place in his class. After graduating he went on to study with the local doctors in the Colonial Hospital. During the three years he was there, he collaborated with the Lagos newspapers, always writing about religious matters.  

In 1896 Moisés went to Scotland to study medicine at the University of Edinburgh, but his college career would soon derail. In 1897, along with other African and Caribbean students studying in the United Kingdom, Moisés helped Henry Syvstved Williams found the African Association of which he was Assistant Secretary. The Association had the aim of encouraging unity among Africans and all other members of communities of African descent in the British colonies. In 1900, the Association organized the first Pan-African Conference in London, which received representatives of the United States, the Caribbean, and West Africa.

Thereafter Moisés began to participate in the intense Pan-African intellectual and political activity that was taking place at the time. As he explained, he put aside his medical books and spent the next eleven years devoted to politics and journalism. His articles appeared in newspapers in Edinburgh, London, Liverpool, Washington, DC, South Africa, Sierra Leone, and of course Lagos. After eleven years of politics and journalism, Moisés surrendered to family pressure and returned to his medical studies graduating in 1913. Returning to Lagos in 1914, he established a medical practice on Timbu Street and continued to write and publish mainly on matters relating to the Catholic Church.

In 1923, on the eve of the election of the Nigerian Legislative Council, Moisés attempted to enter politics and founded a political movement called Union of Young Nigerians. The movement was unsuccessful and rapidly disintegrated. Moisés died in Lagos 20 years later on May 1, 1942, and his death was considered a great loss for Nigeria.

When João Esan da Rocha moved to Lagos, and brought his wife and son to join him, he left behind in Brazil another family who was known to the family in Africa. Candido da Rocha went to Brazil on an extended visit in 1913 and probably visited the da Rocha family branch in Salvador. In the early 1970s, João Esan's granddaughter Angélica, daughter of Candido, was invited by the Brazilian government to visit Brazil. During the visit to Salvador, she told the story of the family left behind in Brazil by her grandfather to the journalists who interviewed her. José, Beatriz, and Aluízio Rocha, descendants of the family that João Esan had left behind, saw the news and came to meet their African cousin. Thus the family contact was re-established. In 1978, Maria Angélica da Rocha, great-granddaughter of João Esan, granddaughter of Candido, and daughter of Angélica, was also invited to visit Brazil by the Brazilian ambassador in Nigeria at the time, Alberto da Costa da Silva. In Salvador Maria Angélica also met the Brazilian side of the family. They are in contact with each other to this day.

Another Brazilian to make a fortune in the import and export trade with Brazil was Joaquim Francisco Devóê Branco. Joaquim Francisco, born in 1856, was captured when he was a child and taken to Brazil as a slave. He received his freedom from his owner, João Francisco Branco, from whom he had inherited the Brazilian name. Joaquim Francisco returned to Africa where he devoted himself to trade. He was so successful that in 1897, of the eight firms in the import and export business in Lagos which belonged to Afro-Brazilians, three were his. He owned residences in Porto-Novo.
and Lagos and always traveled to Brazil where he took the essential objects to practice the rituals of Candomblé and brought back the popular carne de sol and cachaca. In the mid 1880s he traveled back and forth to Brazil on a yearly basis; researchers have found records of four trips to Bahia between November 1884 and August 1887. In his will, drawn up in Lagos on June 14, 1919, Joaquim Francisco left a legacy that included 18 homes in Lagos and two in Porto Novo. He also left cash and plots of land in Lagos and Porto Novo. Generous and grateful to the master who had given him his freedom, he also left bequests in his will to two of the master's daughters and two of his nieces.

Another wealthy merchant of Lagos had a worse fate. Manoel J. de Sant'Anna, described as a mulatto, owned in his heyday several ships. In 1886, he operated a ship in the Lagos lagoon; a steamship Olimpo operating in the freight transport off the coast of Africa and several sailing ships plying the Lagos-Salvador route. But in 1895 he had to flee Lagos overnight when one of his ships sank and he was not able to pay his debts. His sailing ships were the last to maintain a steady connection with Brazil.

While the returnees from Lagos were enriching themselves in trade or becoming successful craftsmen they were introducing lots of novelties as well, some of them quite interesting. For example, Afro-Brazilian men let their hair grow and then divided it on the right side or in the middle of the head as the whites did with their straight hair. This new hairdo became a symbol of social status in Lagos.

The Afro-Brazilian photographer George S. A. da Costa wore his hair in the new style. In 1895, he left his job as manager of the Church Missionary Society bookstore in Lagos and opened a photographic studio. By 1920, he was considered one of the best photographers on the West Coast of Africa and was hired by the British publisher Allister Macmillan to cooperate in the production of The Red Book of West Africa, an illustrated compendium on the life in several of the British colonies in West Africa.

Some of the Brazilian delicacies introduced to Nigerian cuisine by the returnees are still appreciated today. The canjica, a dish made with white corn and commonly served in the winter months in Brazil, is served during funeral wakes in Lagos. The frigij or frigij which is the feijão de leite (beans and milk) from Bahia is served as an accompaniment to fish on Good Friday when Catholics cannot eat meat. In Lagos, its preparation is surrounded by special ceremony and the cow milk used in Brazil has been substituted by coconut milk. Imoyo is a soup, but the name comes from the word for gravy in Portuguese (molho). Mengau, the name of a porridge made from tapioca with coconut water, comes from the Portuguese word mungau. The difference is that mungau in Brazil is prepared with milk and wheat flour. The returnee Afro-Brazilian are also credited with the introduction of the coconut as a culinary ingredient in Nigerian cuisine as well as the techniques for the production of tapioca (the starch extracted from the cassava). Other novelties brought from Brazil by the returnees were the cashew (caqui in Portuguese) and various kinds of bananas different from the indigenous species.

Contact with Brazil was a constant in the life of Afro-Brazilian returnees in Lagos until at least the First World War. The export trade to Brazil survived at least until the start of the Second World War when the sea transport lanes were totally disrupted. It is the case of some families contact continues today. Certainly the reason for this constant contact was due to the fact that the families of the returnees were divided between Lagos and Brazil. A historian after looking through the wills of Afro-Brazilians residing in Lagos in the 1880s and 1890s, found that many of them bequeathed money and properties for sons and daughters who had stayed in Brazil when the parents had returned to Africa. One example was that of Eliseu Domingo Martins who in 1890 left his home in Lagos for his son Alfred Eliseu Domingo Martins who lived in Bahia.

It is worth mentioning here that the opposite also happened; that is, Afro-Brazilian who had stayed in Lagos left assets for relatives who had returned to Africa. That was the case of Luiza Francisca Gonçalves, an ex-slave who having lost her husband and children left in 1854 part of her estate to Armando and Margarida, her relatives who were in Africa.

Another similar case was that of Paulo José Ferreira, whose African name was Abú Agudá. He was born in Bahia in 1886 and went to Lagos with his parents after the 1888 emancipation of slaves in Brazil. He eventually went back to Rio de Janeiro where he earned his living as an importer of African goods and a practitioner of ifá. He was so successful financially that he sent money for a son who had stayed in Lagos until the financial connections were stopped by the Second World War.

Another interesting example of uninterrupted contact between Lagos and Salvador Bahia is that of the Assumpção/Faláki family. The patriarch of the family, Marcolino Assumpção, was originally from Abaokuta. In Brazil, he had lived in Rio de Janeiro. Family traditions indicate that he was a free man. His wife Maximiliana was the daughter of Cypriano Ribeiro, whose African name was Alpha Akinosho Tairu. Th. Ribeiro family was Muslim. Marcolino and Maximiliana met in Bahia where they ge:

Figure 4.14 George S. A. da Costa, an Afro-Brazilian photographer in Lagos, sporting his hair parted in the middle, a fashion introduced by the Afro-Brazilians. Source: Library of Congress, Washington, DC
married. They eventually returned to Africa and settled in Abeokuta. Cypriano Ribeiro also returned to Africa but settled in Lagos where he died in 1907.29

Marcolino, according to family tradition, was part of the royal family of Abeokuta. Upon his return to Africa he became a leader of the returnee Afro-Brazilian community in that city. He was a devoted Christian, despite some disagreements with the Catholic priests. As a matter of fact the first Mass was said in Abeokuta at his house by Father Théodore Holley on August 8, 1880. During the Mass, five children were baptized.29

Marcolino and Maximiliana had seven children. The oldest son was Maximiliano who died early. Angela (Angelina), whose Yoruba name was Tejumade, was the oldest daughter.30 Next was Porfirio Maximiliano, born in Lagos either in 1877 or 1878. There were also twins, Plácido Maclean and Honório Marcus, born in 1884, and Emiliano Marcolino and Paula for whom we do not have birth dates.31

After several years of informal education at home in Abeokuta, Angela was sent to Lagos to receive formal education at a Catholic convent. When she returned to Abeokuta she was courted by and eventually was married to Ladapo Ademola, who at the time was prince and later the Aliké (king) of Abeokuta. They had at least one child, whom they named Adéktunbó, meaning the “royal-lineage family head has just returned home from overseas,” an obvious allusion to the fact that the Assumpção/Alakija family had returned home from Brazil. Adéktunbó Ademola became one of the most famous jurists in Nigeria, receiving a knighthood from the British and becoming the Chief Justice of the Federal Republic of Nigeria.32

Emiliano Marcolino Assumpção (he eventually shortened his name to Emile, but never adopted the surname Alakija) attended Catholic schools in Lagos and entered the British colonial service in 1891 as a printing apprentice. He steadily climbed the career ladder during the next 25 years. When his name disappears from the list of Colonial Service employees (possibly when he passed away) he was the supervisor of the printing department of the Nigeria Railways. His wife’s name was Teresa Januário and she was from an Afro-Brazilian family from Porto Novo.33

Porfirio Maximiliano moved to Brazil in 1898 (another source mentions 1893) after completing his education in Lagos at St. Francis Xavier School (a Catholic elementary school) and the Wesleyan (Methodist) High School. He had visited Salvador, Bahia when he was a small child, had fallen in love with the city and had decided to come back to stay. In Bahia, he entered law school, qualifying to practice in 1903. Besides his law practice, Porfirio also worked as an English teacher in traditional private high schools of Salvador.34 He married Ignac “Selene” in 1907. She was the first formally trained midwife in Bahia. With Ignac he had three children: Delhi, a boy born in 1908, who graduated from engineering school; Cleonice, born in 1910 who was the first female doctor to specialize in ophthalmology in Bahia; and George, born in 1921 who received a degree in psychiatry. George was a precursor in the use of hypnosis as a therapy for mental sickness in Brazil. He also received the Rio Branco medal from the Brazilian government. Porfirio also had two children from a previous relationship, Daley and Clelia, who were educated in England and eventually went to live in Nigeria.35

Porfirio travelled to London in 1913 apparently with the purpose of attending the calling to the bar of his younger brothers Honório and Plácido, Clelia, who was eight

---

Figure 4.15 Porfirio Maximiliano (Maxwell) Alakija and family in Bahia. From left to right: (standing) Delhi and Porfirio Maxwell, (seated) Ignac, George, and Cleonice date unknown. Source: Lorenzo Dow Turner collection, Anacostia Community Museum, Washington, DC
years of age then, accompanied her father. At the time, Porfirio's profile was featured at the magazine *The African Times and Orient Review*. Celia stayed behind in England to study. In August of 1920, her father returned to England to pick her up. She was then 16 years old. They departed back to Brazil on September 24. Celia returned to England in 1925 at age 20. She was bound to Reading and was by now a music and singing teacher. We have no more information about her after this trip. There is also no information about Daley. Family tradition indicates that both Daley and Celia eventually went to live in Lagos.

In Bahia, Porfirio was active in politics running for office under the aegis of the *Liga Henrique Dias* (Henrique Dias League) an activist pioneer Afro-Brazilian organization in Salvador. He was also one of the founders of the militant *Fronte Negra* (Black Front) in Bahia in the 1920s. Porfirio also often protested in the newspapers against the pervasive racial discrimination he encountered in Brazilian society. Porfirio died in Bahia in 1933.

Twin brothers Honório and Plácido also attended Catholic schools in Lagos. Once they completed their studies they both entered government service. Honório worked his way to Deputy Registrar of the Courts. Plácido held several positions in the Education, Railways, Treasure, and Post and Telegraphs departments. In May of 1916, they were admitted to the Middle Temple in London as law students.

It was there that, according to family oral history, they changed their surname to Alakija. As the story goes, in London it became apparent that the name Plácido Assumção was utterly unpronounceable in English. In addition, the surname provoked laughter since the English translation, assumption, led to the comic translation of Placido Assumption. Plácido decided to change his surname to Alakija, a mixture of Afa meaning "comes from" and Kiia a corruption of Ikeja, a town in Nigeria. To complete the change, Plácido chose as his first name Adeyemo (meaning "our royal-lineage family befits this child") and Honório changed his to Olayimika (meaning "nobility surrounds me"). The new surname was eventually adopted by most of the family.

Adeyemo and Olayimika Alakija returned to Lagos in 1913 and opened a successful law firm, Alakija and Alakija. Olayimika became known as "square shoulders" presumably because he was determined and fearless. He apparently had a successful professional career which culminated with his becoming a member of the Legislative Council. He passed away in 1941.

Adeyemo went on to live an active professional and political life. In addition to being a lawyer, he was also a journalist, founding the newspaper *Daily Times*, the first daily published in Lagos. He was also the leader of Nigeria's first political party, the Action Group.

In 1915, he was elected Secretary of the section of Lagos of the Aborigival Protection Society, a society which protected the rights of the population of Nigeria in general, not just the population of Lagos, from the abuses of the colonial power. He was chosen by the Egbe Native Authority to represent Abeokuta at the Legislative Council in Lagos from 1934 to 1938. He was also part of the selected group of African citizens invited to join the Executive Council of Nigeria. It is important to note that up to 1940 the Council consisted only of Europeans. Finally, he received the title of Knight of the British Empire and thus he was addressed as Sir Adeyemo Alakija.

---

**Figure 4.16** Brothers Adeyemo and Olayimika Alakija in their lawyerly robes, ca. 1913. Source: Lorenzo Dow Turner collection, Anacostia Community Museum, Washington, DC

Adeyemo Alakija was conservative and pro-British, as he stated, “because of the benefit they have brought to my people.” Nevertheless he was also a Yoruba nationalist and a fighter against discrimination. In 1943, he founded the Island Club in Lagos to counter the Ikoyi Club, which practiced racial discrimination. In March of 1944, Adeyemo went head on against the Greek owner of the Bristol Hotel in Lagos, which refused services to non-whites. He led a delegation to the British Governor and demanded the immediate end of racial discrimination and the expulsion of the owner of the hotel from the country. This action led not only to the expulsion of the offending hotel owner, but also to the enactment of laws that barred racial discrimination in Nigeria, the first among British colonies.

Adeyemo’s last political role was as president of the Egbe Omo Oduduwa (The Society of the Descendants of Odudua), organized in Lagos on November 28, 1947, whose main goal was to foster the idea of a single nationalism among the Yoruba. In this capacity he was placed in direct and personal opposition to Benjamin Nnamdi Azikiwe (ZIK), an Igbo leader and later the first President of independent Nigeria, who resents the implication, advanced by the Egbe, that the Yoruba were a superior people.

In his private life, Adeyemo Alakija’s major love was horse racing. He served as chairman of the Lagos Race Club and organized the races at the Lagos Race Course. He passed away in Lagos on May 10, 1952. Adeyemo was married twice and had at least nine children. His son Ibiakunle (meaning “children have filled the home”) was a successful contractor in Lagos. Another son, Babatunde (meaning “the departed fathe
has come again"), was the first African to be selected for training as a pilot for the Royal Air Force in World War II. His daughter Titilola (meaning "our noble family is for all time") married Kofi Annan in 1965. Annan would later become the United Nations Secretary General. The couple had two children, Kojo and Amo, and divorced in the 1980s.96

The families of Porfirio in Brazil and Plácido/Adama in Lagos always maintained contact. Celia and Daley, as we have seen, came from Brazil to live in Nigeria, and George, younger son of Porfirio, visited Lagos in 1976 when he had the opportunity to meet the African part of the family. To this day, family members of the Assumpção/Alkija family who remain in Lagos are considering a visit to Brazil, during Carnival, of course.97

While Afro-Brazilian men were becoming rich in trade or as skillful craftsmen, some of their wives and daughters remained at home, restricted to domestic activities, in the same manner that women of high social class in Brazilian society did. Other Afro-Brazilian women had to dedicate themselves to small commerce in the same way as the Yoruba women did to earn their living. Felicidade, an Afro-Brazilian woman known to us only by her first name, was an example.

Felicidade was captured in Africa and taken as a slave to Brazil. There she married Francisco Augustino, who managed to buy the couple's freedom. In 1871, the two had a fight so violent that one of Felicidade's teeth was pulled from her mouth. Displeased with the incident, she decided to go to Lagos to begin a new life. In Lagos, Felicidade was living at Antônio Ariba's house. To make a living she tended a small stand in front of Ariba's residence selling fried bananas to bystanders. Felicidade died around 1876, leaving only a few belongings.98

On the other hand, other Afro-Brazilian women were more successful. Felicidade Maria da Conceição was an import and export trader working as a representative of agents in Bahia. She was also a financier and she owned her home. Clemença Guimarães was remembered in the Afro-Brazilian community for her ability as a seamstress and for having her services requested by traditional families from the Saro community and even by the British. Aguida Agni/Marinho was another Afro-Brazilian seamstress who became very famous. She learned to sew the agbáddi, the traditional male Muslim outfit, and also became the favorite dressmaker for Muslim women. Aguida trained dozens of young seamstresses who in turn became teachers themselves. She was the wife of Antônio Joaquim Marinho, who, as we have seen, taught at Catholic schools. Aguida was responsible for the teaching of the girls at the school in Topé when her husband worked there.99

One of the most famous women among the Afro-Brazilians was Joana Tristão or Yaya Tokunbo. A devoted Christian, she covered the sidewalk in front of her house with flowers for the passage of the Eucharist procession. A woman of great dynamism, she contributed to the growth of the Brazilian community.100

The dynamism and excellence of Afro-Brazilian women are acknowledged in this traditional Yoruba saying, "Ceremony lo' ja pọ Agídì," meaning that a woman member of the Afro-Brazilian returnee community is often encumbered with details, for the enactment of traditional celebrations and to keep a distinctive household, which can be costly to her life.101

Figure 4.17 Afro-Brazilian women with students at a sewing class. Sewing was one of the trades introduced by the Afro-Brazilian female returnees. Source: Archives of the Société de Missions Africaines, Rome

In the late 1880s and the early 1890s, the Afro-Brazilian community was in its heyday in Lagos. Upper-class women were beginning to contract marriages with young Afro-Brazilian or Saro men of the same social class. Unions within the norms of the Marriage Ordinance passed by the British in 1884 became the aspiration of upper-class women in Lagos. The new law did not admit polygamy, and Christian marriage within the rules of this new law introduced new perceptions about the nature of the relationship between men and women. Women within these marriages should just be wives and mothers, and work outside of the home was not considered proper for them.102

In 1896, it was celebrated with great pomp the marriage of Lourenço A. Cardoso with Joanna G. Bastos. The bride was the daughter of the famous financier Felicidade Maria da Conceição. Lourenço was part of the first generation of Afro-Brazilians born in Africa. He was born in Lagos in 1865, and his father was the returnee Antonio Sanyolu Cardoso. Lourenço was one of the first three professors who passed the public examinations in Lagos in 1884. He worked as the principal of the Catholic St. Gregory's Grammar School from 1884 to 1893. In 1893, he left teaching and became a merchant in the import and export business with offices at number 23 Bangbose Street, in the heart of the Brazilian Quarter. He travelled regularly to Brazil to trade, and on one of these trips he connected with the Brazilian ethnologist Nina Rodrigues.
Lourenço translated Yoruba texts for Rodrigues, which were published in his book *Africanos no Brasil* (Africans in Brazil). In addition, Lourenço was a farmer, producing cocoa for export. He also had time to act as auctioneer, and to establish a newspaper, *Advanced Opinion*, in 1923.103

Courting and marriage under the new elite’s social standards in Lagos at the end of the nineteenth century followed a strict protocol. A good example was the case of Florentina Nogueira and Amatus Carrena. Once Amatus resolved to ask for the hand of Florentina in marriage, his father, A. E. Carrena, wrote a formal letter to P. Nogueira, Florentina’s father asking for the hand of his daughter in marriage. Days later Nogueira wrote back accepting the request on behalf of his daughter.

Once the request had been accepted, the groom’s family paid a visit to the bride’s family to have the engagement concluded. The family of the groom had to bring several traditional gifts; these were the same gifts that would have been given for a marriage contracted within the Yoruba traditional custom. The list included kola, bitter kola, alligator pepper, imported alcoholic drinks, mineral water, and biscuits. In addition, the groom should also present the bride with a Bible and a gold wedding ring tied with a blue ribbon.104

Other Afro-Brazilian women accepted indigenous grooms. That was the case of Emelinda Segboa Branco, daughter of Joaquim Antonio Devodé Branco, who contracted marriage with Claudius Dosa Akran. He was the son of chief Kopon, the Akran of Badagry (the traditional leader of the Ogu people), and would inherit the title from his father. Claudius was educated in the Catholic schools of Lagos and it was probably during this time that he became acquainted with the Afro-Brazilian community and the Branco family.105

In late 1880 the Afro-Brazilian high society in Lagos contributed to the city’s cultural life with musical and theatrical presentations. In 1880, the Brazilian Drama Company promoted, at the Phoenix Hall, a presentation to celebrate the birth of Brazilian Emperor Pedro II. On May 23, 1882, under the patronage of the German Consul Heinrich Bey, the same company presented a variety show in honor of the birthday of Queen Victoria.106

In October 1888 the community celebrated with great pomp the abolition of slavery in Brazil. The festivities lasted for six days and included processions, a celebratory Mass, a speech by the British Governor, fireworks, banquets, two dances (including one in costume), and a theatrical presentation titled “The Mysterious Ring,” a drama in five acts.107

While this kind of festivity probably might attract only Lagos’ Afro-Brazilian high society, traditional festivals were attended by the entire community, regardless of social level. At Easter the caritas (masquerade) went out.108 On the eve of the Epiphany, the Borrinha or Bumba Meu Boi took to the streets. The next day was celebrated the *Nosso Senhor do Bonfim* (Our Lord of the Good Death) Festival, very traditional in Bahia. But in Lagos the celebration was to the *Nosso Senhora do Bonfim* (Our Lady of the Good Death). The parades passed through the Saro neighborhood where there were major fights, sometimes with hand injuries and broken arms, because the Afro-Brazilians used to sing disrespectful songs of abuse against the Saros. Afterwards, a picnic was held on the farms of Ikoyi, mainly on the farm of Walter Siffre.109

---

Figure 4.18 Decorations for the Celebration of Brazilian Emancipation Proclamation in Lagos including photos of Queen Victoria and Dom Pedro II, Emperor of Brazil. October 1888. Source: Archives of the Societé de Missions Africaines, Rome.

 Corpus Christi, celebrated by the community with a procession which went around the entire Afro-Brazilian neighborhood, stopped at a decorated altar in the square in front of the house of João Angelo Campos.110 Dancing was another great entertainment for the community. Papel Mudaugar (Daddy Change-Places) was the nickname of Manoel Joaquim dos Reis. He was the master of ceremonies for the quadrille, dance that demands precise moves by the dancers and constant movement from one place to another, thus the nickname of the master. Everybody also danced the waltz, the polka, and the samba. Musical instruments introduced by Brazilian musicians were the tambourine, guitar, flute, clarinet, and the concertina.111

The music and dance brought by the Afro-Brazilian returnees came to influence Nigerian music. In the early twentieth century the Asikó, a popular music style performed at weddings, wakes, and social gatherings of all types, was based on the Brazilian samba. Two of the musical instruments used by Asikó players, the samba drum and the samba’s saw, which was scratched to produce a distinctive sound, were connected to the Aguda, who had introduced the carpentry trade to Lagos. Still today the samba drums are made by carpenters and not by specialized instrument makers.112 It is perhaps in the Careta/Fanti?113 Carnival in Lagos that the Afro-Brazilian cultural and musical influence has left its strongest mark. As we have seen previously, if Careta was an Easter celebration introduced by Afro-Brazilian returnees. Today it
Among the less affluent members of the Lagos Afro-Brazilian community, the appreciation of Brazilian things did not diminish. When the first researchers, ethnologists, and Brazilian diplomats arrived in Lagos, in the decades after the Second World War, they found people talking and writing a very understandable Portuguese with a lot of curiosity about Brazil. The fact that all the Brazilian returnees who were arriving in Lagos at that point were white caused some apprehension expressed in the anxious question of an Afro-Brazilian returnee: “In Brazil are there still people of my color?”

Until very recently vivid memories of Brazil persisted in Lagos. The Brazilian photographer and reporter Carlos Fonseca went to West Africa in 1999 to visit the descendants of Afro-Brazilian returnees. He found many traces of Brazil still in evidence. At Carrera Street he found Nestor Carrera, who could still sing and play on the piano a Brazilian song learned from his mother in the 1920s.

Other descendants of the returnees recalled with reverence the curing they had learned as small children with their parents and grandparents. Among their memories was the ever present foda (explicative) (mother (explicative)). Joana Kehinde Manshado, with the Brazilian surname Machado adapted to Yoruba spelling, still had in her mouth the taste of dried beef imported from Brazil that she had eaten for the last time in 1936.

This presence of memories of Brazil in Lagos now enters its third century. This is due no doubt to the intensity with which the nineteenth-century returnees maintained links with Brazil, not only due to a sense of nostalgia, but also because of the idealization of Brazil as a land of happiness. It also no doubt survived so intensely because of the economic and trade links which lasted until mid-twentieth century. Only the future can determine how long the memory of Brazil will remain in Lagos. But one fact is clear: the Afro-Brazilians who returned to Lagos launched themselves into an adventure that turned out to be indeed very successful.
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Introduction

This essay examines the relationship between Brazil and Nigeria, and the drastic changes that have occurred in the repatriation of the repatriates. The economic and political context of this process is the relation between the experience of elite status and the experience of being African. The Yoruba and Echeruo, Kanban returnees to Nigeria. The experience of being African far more acutely in the local Yoruba Strapped society than in the rest of the world. The participation in this social space of the returnees has been significant.